Cover Letters and Thank You Notes
A cover le er is o en the first item an employer sees when you apply for a posi on, and it can establish the tone for the rest of your
applica on. Following up any professional interac on with an eﬀec ve thank you note will help set you apart from other candidates
and also help you build and maintain a professional network.

Cover leƩer content and format
A carefully constructed and concisely wri en cover le er conveys your ability to communicate eﬀec vely in wri ng. It also
demonstrates your interest in and qualifica ons for the posi on. An ideal cover le er is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individually tailored to a specific posi on
Addressed to an individual or role (i.e. Hiring Manager)
Usually one page in length
Wri en in a conversa onal style with short sentences
Closed with a request for ac on and a “Thank You” for considera on
Signed in ink if mailed through the postal service
Your Present Address
City, State Zip Code
Date
Name of individual
Job tle of individual
Organiza on Name
Street Address of P.O. Box
City, State Zip Code
Dear Mr./Ms/Dr. ______:
First paragraph: Why are you wri ng? Let them know what you are applying for, why you’re interested, and how you meet
their qualifica ons.
Middle paragraphs: Take the next paragraph or two to give more detail about the major areas you introduced. Don’t repeat
your resume; simply highlight the most dis nc ve pieces. Since a cover le er is in prose format rather than brief bullet points,
you can use more qualita ve statements and provide an overview of your collec ve relevant experience.
Last paragraph: Reiterate your interest and focus on how you can meet the employer’s needs, not what the posi on will do
for you. Then, let them know you would be excited to speak with them in person. Without using exclama on points, show
some enthusiasm. Let them know the best ways to reach you and thank them for their me.
Sincerely,
(your signature in blue or black ink)
Full name typed
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Cover Letter Samples

If you don’t have a name, address the letter to a role.
Common titles:


Hiring Manager



Recruiter



Internship Coordinator

Information included in the body
of the cover letter should refer to
the skills and competencies listed
in the job description.

Applying via email? You can
choose to place the cover letter in
the body of the email or attach it
as a separate document.
Whichever you choose, you’ll want
to use a clear subject line that
includes the name of the position
(or requisition #) and your name.

Proofread every document you
send to an employer. Small errors
can undermine your credibility and
show you don’t pay attention to
details.
A CES advisor can help you craft an
effective letter and fine tune it
before you submit to an employer.

Thank You Notes
Follow up an interview with a thank you note within 24 hours to make a positive impression on your interviewer and to reiterate
your interest in the position. The note is brief, thanks the interviewer for their time, and refers to some aspect of the conversation.
Be genuine and demonstrate enthusiasm for the organization. If you interviewed with multiple people at an organization, make
an effort to send a thank you to each person.

Which Format is Best?
Thank-you letters can be handwritten, hard copy typed, or sent via email. How do you decide which to send? Consider the organization and general feel you received about the culture—a more formal organization might prefer a typed letter, while a close-knit
team at a PR firm might prefer a handwritten note. Speed is also an important factor. If you know the recipient is out of the office
frequently email might be the best format. Here are some of the benefits and limitations of each format:

Format

Benefits

Limitations

Handwritten

Handwritten notes are personalized and provide
an opportunity to leave an impression by
demonstrating your style. They’re also, by
necessity, usually brief and to the point. Since so
much communication happens via e-mail, a
handwritten note stands out.

Poor penmanship can impact readability and sending the
letter by mail can take a few days to arrive.

Hard copy typed

A formal business style provides more room to
address specific topics from the conversation and
can make a very polished, professional impression
that may be the right note in more traditional fields.

Sending by mail can take longer, plus the length and
formality of the letter is similar to that of a cover letter,
which can take longer to write. Depending on the
industry, this approach may seem overly formal.

Email

Email is immediate, perfect for times when a
decision will be made quickly or when you know the
recipient will not be in a position to receive a letter
through the postal service.

The immediacy of e-mail is also the downfall as mistakes
can slip through without thorough proofreading.
An emailed thank you runs the risk of going unnoticed in
an overloaded inbox or getting caught in junk mail filters.

Tips for Writing Handwritten Thank You Cards
Choose something tasteful that reflects your
personal style. A simple notecard, i.e. not a
greeting card size, that is blank inside is best.
The cards don’t even have to say “Thank You”
on the front.
If you’re worried about your penmanship, try
writing out what you want to say on scratch
paper and then take your time copying the
words on the notecard.
Purchase the cards in advance of an interview
and write them as soon as possible after the
meeting, when the experience is fresh.

